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A BRIEF GUIDE TO THE MAJOR SECTIONS OF THIS REPORT
The Introducti - Presenting reasons for the choice of subject together
with a brief description of the project area and its people.
The_.Analyig - Describing the area, its people and charaoteristico. This
is the collection of pertinent data in a particular order, designed to
outline the existing conditions and some of their causes.
Tiagn -- Evaluating the data to determine the character and suggest
the direction toward which the planning process shall aim. Here we estab-
lish the goals which will result in a contemporary solution to the problem
of this .area.
The Synthesis - Presenting our solution to the problem of the rebuilding
of this area; the essential characteristics of a new neighborhood of
approximately 7,000 persons and 1,800 dwelling units.
The Conclupion - Summarizing the lessons of this thesis - personal and
professional - the most important of which was the desirability, indeed,
necessity of finishing such a work within the allotted time'.
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Introduction
During the last decade of the nineteenth and the first two de-
cades of the twentieth centuries, the importance of the three-dimensional
arts: architecture, sculpture, and landscape architecture, as contributary
disciplines to the practice of City Planning, was vastly over-stressed. The
social sciences were ignored or relegated to report appendices, and the
political realities of the day received similarly short-shrift.
Today, in reaction to a period of the "City Beautiful", the
planning profession, is perhaps swinging the pendulum to deny the place of
art in city building; in its stead, we find a blind rush to the doctrine
of the "City Beneficial" or the "City Statistical", One reason for this
nonsense is probably the fiact that planners seldom, if ever, have an oppor-
tunity to build cities. At any rate, the present need is for a comprehen-
sive City Planning, the aim of ahich would be to realize the future city
as a beautiful, functional and beneficial place for living, This thesis
attempts to suggest one example of the planning process and its desired
goal.
My reasons for the choice of this subject, i.e. "A Redevelop-
ment Scheme for a portion of Bostonte South End", were
(1) the desire to indicate the place of architec-
ture as a discipline essential to the practice of
a comprehensive city planning.
(2) the desire to contribute a study in an area
of great potentiality and immediacy; namely, urban
redevelopment.
(3) the desire to indicate a positive direction
in which our cities may proceed in their re-estab-
lishment as living organisms,
The subject area of this thesis is a large neighborhood in
Boston's South End. Bounded by Waltham, Washington, Northampton and
-l-.
Tremont Streets, it has a gross area of about 110 acres. According to the
U, S, Census (1940) approximately 12,000 persons resided here. In his exr
cellent RVI -g, Central J Walter Firey characterizes the area and
its people thus:
. . . (it) above all is a rooming house area, or, as it is
more commonly called in Boston, a lodging house area, Its population con%
sists mainly of dependent aged persons and transient middl-aged service
workers. A high proportion of these people are entirely removed from kin"*
ship ties. In the case of the older people, they are typically widowed;
in the case of the younger adults, they are unmarried, separated, or di.m
vorced. Those who have employment are working in insecure service jobs
characterized by a high rate of turnover among personnel. (See Walter
Firey, j te s Central Boston: Harvard University Press: 1947, page
291 et seq.)
The area chosen 'for this study is readily subdivided into five
sub-seotionsa one in which broad-scale clearance is indicated and two in
which selective clearance and rehabilitation could be justified. The fiml
two sections appear to require clearance and complete reconstruction for
commercial uses,
As outlined above, it has been my purpose to indicate how the
existing spaces and structures could be rehabilitated or rebuilt entirely
to provide a more adequate frame of reference for fulfillment of the func-
tions of a healthy society. Indicated, in the following pages, are the
process, and a possible end-result of planning for Boston's South End.
Joseph Richmond Tamsky
-3m
TL ANALYSIS
BOUNDARIES OF THE STUDY AREA (SE.R.S.):
The boundaries of the study area were defined by the coincidence
of several factors. They appeared to be self-evident by nature of the
street pattern, and, to a certain extent, the land use pattern. Tremont
Street, Dover and Washnigton Streets, and Massachusetts Avenue, were ob-
vious boundaries which might have been used, except for two factors, one
present and one proposed, affecting Massachusetts Avenue, and Dover Street
respectively. First, Massachusetts Avenue, although a very heavily-traf-
ficked street, does not separate the two halves of Chester Park, a resid-,
ential square through which it passes. Traffic may place obstacles in the
path of the pedestrian crossing the Avenue, but none great enough to pre-
vent the use of its central park by those in search of a bench or some shade
in an otherwise "paved" environment.
Dover Street, a comercial thoroughfare of less importance
than either Tremont or Washington is a barrier to wholesome continuous
development. It was abandoned as. a boundary, however, when we discovered
that the route of a new cross-town highway, indicated in the Governorts
Master Plan for Highways (see Plate I), would probably lie to the south
along the line of Waltham Street, leaving a narrow strip of land for com-
mercial development between it and Dover Street.
Thus, the study area was defined to include the southern half
of Chester Park as far as Northampton Street and to exclude the area lying
between the rights-of-way of Dover and Waltham Streets; the remaining
boundaries were to be Tremont and Washington Streets, as previously indicated.
1W5.
This map illustrates the intense relationship between the
S.B.R.S. and the City of Boston. Located midway between the Downtown
and Dudley Square, and similarly with respect to Cambridge and South
Boston, it is strategically placed as a higher-density-in-town-nigh-
borhood. It is quite well served by publio transit facilities which
exist (this situation will achieve a near-optimum when the Shawmut
Avenue subway is completed), and which connect it with the aforemen-
tioned communities, in addition to others further removed. The Back Bay
and the Dudley Square section, which is second only to the "Downtown" in
volume, number, and variety of businesses, lie well within walking die-
tance of the project area.
The major streets emphasized upon the drawing are Massachu-
setts Avenue, the principal link to Cambridge and the South Shore commun-
4ties; Tremont and Washington streets, which run from the very heart of
Boston to Roxbury and points southwest; and two lesser ones Dover Street
connecting with the Back Bay (by way of Berkeley Street) and South Boston,
and Dedham Street, which runs into the Back Bay also, by way of Dartmouth
Street.
*S.E.R.S. - an abbrebiation for the short title of this thesis (South End
Redevelopment Scheme) freouently used in these pages and plates.
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On this map we have thown the three key "places" to the re-
development of this area. Chester, Union, and Blackstone Parks are reason
enough for the approach of this thesis, which seeks to maintain and en-
hance by sensitive three-dimensional planning, the valuable portions of
the existing urban fabric.
Chester Park straddles one of the most heavily-travelled high-
ways in the metropolitan region, and yet has been maintained as a decent
residential'place1 . The surrounding houses, which really make the park
what it is, are continuous brick row units, four and five stories in height
(including full basement and attic under a Mansard roof), quite well mAin-p
tained and apparently "rehabilitate-able". They are very beautifal despite
their present low estate.
Union Park, though sOMaller than Chester Park, has a great deal
of charm and is equally interesting. Here again the three to five story
buildings are of brick frame construction, but, fortunately, are free from
the heavy traffic flow of Massachusetts Avenue. Its residential character
has been little changed during its 100 years of existence.
Blackstone Park, the last of the three, and largest, seems to
have suffered most with the changing function of the area. It lies across
Washington Street from Franklin Square and, in spite of the intervening
elevated train tracks, forms a visual entity with it. At present this
square has been penetrated by several non-residential uses, including a
monstrous building which the City erected in the "4twentied to provide pub-
lic baths, an auditorium, gymnasia, and a branch library. The eventual
removal of the "el" and the reconstruction of the neighborhood hold pro-
mise of better times for this "place".
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Plate III&
This map is one of the vital tools of the planning process,
indicating as it does the location and relationships which exist between
the most important land uses of the study area. Although the entire area
must be considered as a unit, the land use pattern shown here illustrates
a possible division into five sub-sections for purpose of a more lucid
description.
The first area, including Chester Park, is the southernmost,
and is both the largest and best-maintained. It is dominated by the brick
rows which function as lodging houses or single-family houses, depending
upon the economic sitdation of the owner, There is little physical dis-
tinction between the two, and, in fact, even when indicated as single-
family houses, they probably have five or more lodgers. The institutional
uses include three churches (mentioning only those upon separate plots);
an aged-men's home; and five nineteenth-century school buildings, only two
of which are presently used for their original purpose. Of particular
interest to us were the buildings of the South End House on Rutland Street.
These consist of two of the old school buildings and one delightful new
building pleasantly located within the walled garden which separates the
other two. The group houses a branch center of the main settlement build-
ing (located in Union Park) and a combined art and Music school.
The second sub-area demarked is the residential section that
surrounds and receives visual emphasis from Union Park. Here again is the
mixture of lodging houses and "single-family"dwellings described previously.
However, the proximity of the Holy Cross Cathedral across Washington Street
has stimulated the intrusion of several commercial uses which are a detri-
ment to the area. As noted above, the South End House has its main quarters
on Union Park. Interesting enough, this area has been the locus of much
more planning activity than any other section of the district. It has
very considerable possibilities and is under more extreme pressures than
the others. A peculiar, economically-stimulated phenomenon in evidence
here is the very intensive development of the corner parcels. Practically
every such parcel has been redeveloped within the last thirty or forty
years in an effort to make more complete use of its greater "value". The
utilization of the corner has always been a particular stumbling block in
the mass use of the row house, and at the time of the development of the
area, either such inefficiencies were not understood or they were not con*-
sidered important in the schemes and values of the day. At any rate, some
of the potentialities of twentieth century building sciences are in evidence
in the corner treatment. In some cases tenements were erected and in others,
the lower floors were simply converted to business uses.
Sub-area three is the outstanding example of mixed uses, with
consequence of poor living conditions, and general dilapidation. Here are
located most of the few industrial establishments with which we must con-
tends a large commercial laundry, a garage for intra-state buses, and a
sub-station of the Boston Edison Company. While we do not consider the
latter a nuisance in the usual sense, its great bulk (seven stories) in reo-
lation to a predominantly two-story pattern does make it a condiderable
problem or "scales nuisance. The housing in this section is no better than
deplorable: the prevailing dwelling type being the two-story wood-frame
structure, badly in need of repair, yet of more recent construction than
that of the other sections. In contrast to the two previously described
sections, these conditions suggest the only solution to be mass clearance
and reconstruction*
Sub-area four contains similarly shameful living conditions.
-9-
Here is the area of crowded blocks and twisted alleys (between Dover,
Washington, and Waltham streets east of Shawmut Avenue), characterized
by a "hodge-podge" of mean, low, cottage-type dwellings, and stores with
apartments above. At one extremity lies the John J. Williams Elementary
School (unfortunately situated between the proposed cross-town highway
and Dover Street), and at the other, on Waltham Street, a five story struc-
ture housing a hospital for alcoholics. It is probable that this area was
developed prior to the others in the &.E.R.S., for, as one can see on the
next plate, it occupies some land which originally connected the town of
Boston with the mainland. It has been the most affected by the Washington
Street "el", (which actually changed direction to avoid it), the scale of
which completely dominates that of the dwellings. Here again clearance
seems to be the only logical solution.
The fifth and final sub-area is not really an entity at all.
It is simply a long strip-development running along Washington Street
south, even into Roxbury. Its character is determined by the necessity of
accommodating the high land values which obtain along Washington Street
and the blighting effects of the "el". It can only be .described as an im-
possibly heterogeneous group of buildings without space either between or
behind. The "Topsy-like" growth of the late nineteenth century, stimulated
even further by the twentieth century's technical achievements in the "art"
of building is here evidenced. Obviously clearance is again indicated.
Next in sequence we find a table setting forth the areas which
are at present devoted to the several land uses described, and a few addi-
tional ones. The most important feature to be noted is the very high per-
centage of land area devoted to streets and almost mone to active play.
Despite the widespread dilapidation, indeed chaos, the area has a form
which suggests a basis for re-vivification.
-l10-
EXISTING LAND USE ALL@CATIONS. S.ER.S.
Land Use Square F'eet
Residential
lodging houses
one-family houses
"walk-upA apartments
Parks and Recreation
passive
active
Circulation
pedestrian
local streets
other (incl's j boundary
streets)
1.800.000
700,000
955,000
145,000
175.000
175,000
none
15650.00
55,000
-895,000
700,000
'Work
retail shops
other (inl's industry)
Public and Semi-Public
publie buildings
public schoola
churches
other (incl's settlements)
Vacant
106.0 99.9
AREA
Acre f Total
16.1
22.0
3.3
4.0
none
35.8
1.3
20.6
7.2
4.3
310,000.
185,000
350,000
50,000
40,000
125,000
135,000
8.1 7j.6
1.2
.9
2.9
3.1
2.A8
Souare Paet I ? Tntal
ALL TOTALS 4,600,000
-11-
Here we have delineated the water line as it existed over a
hundred years ago, when the area under consideration was filled. Washing-
ton, then Orange Street, was the only connection between the original
settlement of Boston and the hinterland; Roxbury, Hyde Park, Roslindale,
Brookline, the Newtons, etc. It is important to note this situation be-
cause the filling of the flats to what is now the South Bay and the Charles
Basin, were major factors in the development of the city, and had an impor-
tant bearing upon the present pattern of development. The area was planned
as a "highiclaes" residential district, which, indeed, it was for a period
between 1860 and 1875. However, because of the construction of the horse
railroad and the reduction of the selling price of the land, certain por-
tions of S.E.R.S. were developed for the middle classes, like the surround-
ing sections which adjoin the Back Eay. These developments "forced" the
elite out to the then developing Back Bay, This process left the row man-
sions for uses of greater economic intensity, This must have been one of
the earliest examples of the now-common blighting process which has attacked
the downtown areas of our major cities, the ever-continuing conversion of
older large dwellings for multiple family use. Ft any rate, it is clear
that the social and physical situation which we now face commenced its dev-
elopment seventy-five years ago. Walter Firey states that, "By 1885 the
South End had become wholly transformed into a rooming house area..
(Walter Firey, op.cit. page 64)
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This map was included for the purpose of indicating the areas
of the Census tracts which comprise the study seation. It serves as a
visual base for the statistical information gathered in the development
of the thesis. The several disparities between the tract boundaries and
the study area are not significant, except in the case of 1-4, only one
block of which comes within the area of our project, In the case of tracts
1-3 and L4-3, from which two blocks have been eliminated, these actually
contain conditions which are at variance with those of thbe remainder of
their respective census tractsa For instance, the blocks south of North-
ampton Street in L-3 contain row houses that are smaller, and presently
oocupied by families whose characteristics (size and age levels) are quite
different from those living in the fine looking rows which make up the
Chester Park oval.
In the case of 1-3, which we have split at Dwight Street (the
probable location of the new cross-town highway btiefly diseribed earlier),
one finds that those dwellings facing Dwight Street are exactly like those
on the south side of the street. The *dirlings and land uses which have
developed along Dover Street and in that entire block bounded by Dover,
Washington, Dwight, and Shawmut Streets, are distinctly different from the
others that mak4 up the tract, and consequently, are better not included
within the statistical base of this study.
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The People:
We have determined that approximately 11,848 persons reside
in this area's 2,552 dwelling units (U.S. Census - 1940). For lack of
available block population statistics, the number of people-was estimated
by multiplying the number of occupied dwelling units by the average number
of persons per household, as given for each anous tract. The table below
sets forth these figures:
ESTIMATED POPULATION OF S.E.R.S. (1940)
Census.! Tr O'p alU, - A, Pers,/D.U,4 -'Total # Persons*
1-3 1,077 5.24 5,660
1-4 61 3.94 238
L-3 683 5.11 3,490
L-4 731 3.36 2,460
TOTAL S.E,R.S. 2,552 4.6 11,848*
*Estimateds Column III is product of Columns I and II.
To determine the number of lodgers persently residing in
S.E.R.S. we were forced into the utilization of the data presented in the
table entitled, "Comparison of 'Household' Sizes, S.E.R.S. and the City".
-14-
Here we compare the three census tracts (which comprise
S.E;R.S.) with the City of Boston in respect to household size. Columns
V - VII indicate the tremendous bias in favor of large households.
A COMPARISON OF HOUSEHOLD SIZES: S.E.R.S. AND THE CITY
by Per Cent
Columns: III
Number in TracT Tract "Tract X mius I MuS . minus
Household City 1-3 L-3 L-4 II III IV
1 10.0 18.0 19.0 37.0 48.0 49.0 427.0
2 22.5 20.5 27.5 23.0 -2.0 45.0 - .5
3 10.5 11.0 11.0 9.5 +0.5 40.5 - 1.0
4 17.0 10.0 8.0 9.0 -7.0 -9.0 -8.0
5 12.0 7.0 6.0 7.0 -5.0 -6.0 -5.0
6 7.5 55.5 4.0 3.5 -2.0 -3.5 -4.0
7 4.5 5.0 3.0 2.5 40.5 -1.5 -2.0
8 2.5 3.0 2.5 2,0 40.5 ---- ~0.5
9 1.5 3.0 2.0 1.0 41.5 40.5 -0.5
10 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 41.0 41.0 40.5
11+ 1.0 15.0 15.0 4.0 434.0 414.0 43.0
From this information we assume that the lodgers now resident
in S.E.R.S. would be represented by the difference between the city-wide
average percentage for household sizes from 8 to 114, and that indicated
for the tracts as in columns V, VI, and VII. We felt that this percentage
differential would afford us a reasonable estimate of the lodging house
population, despite its obvious deficiencies. For example, most of the
lodging houses in the South End are known to house from 10 to 20 indivi-
duals, and although a certain percentage are probably to be found in the
smaller houses of the area, the majority most likely are accounted for in
-.15-
the larger ones. Furthermore, it is in these categories, household size
of eight plus, that the discrepancy between the South End and the rest of
the city is most evident, a condition most cetainly caused by the presence
of lodgers who are so chgracteristic of the area's population.
From this table we determined that there were approximately
2,398 lodgers (42.5% of Tract) in Census Tract 1-3; 1,609 in L-3 (46.0$
of Tract; and 285 in L-4 (11.5% of Tract); a tract dominated by one-family
frame dwellings, as we have already seen. A grand total of 4,300, con-
stituting roughly 36% of the entire community',
-16-
The AGE-GRADE PYRAMID, following, illustrates graphically the
disparity in age and sex composition among the three census tracts in
S.E.R.S. and that of the 154 tracts which make up the City of Boston. In
this chart, the six age-grades are represented upon the vertical scale
and the percentage of the total population and of age-grade which is male
or female, is represented by the horizontal sckle. Where, as in the
three older age-grades, the percentages for S.E.R.S. exceed those for
the city, we have indicated the discrepancy in red; the reverse is shown
by the yellow areas. Thus, another of the salient population character-
istics, described by Firey, is readily comprehensible.
In the usual case of the nokthern American city, the presence
of Negroes in an area would be considered to indicate the locus of dilap-
idation, and other aspects of blight and slum conditions. It is interest-
ing to note that in S.E.R.S. within the eight blocks shown by the Census
to be inhabited by more than 25% Negroes, these criteria are quite in-
accurate, or simply, more so than usual. Here the major concentration of
Negroes is in the Chester Park section, which we have earlier seen to be
well-maintained and one of the more pleasant portions of the area. As is
often the case, the rentals are higher in these blocks, but they seem to
be almost justified by the added amenities. We have indicated two blocks
on the south side of Northampton Street, which, while not part of the
project area, do have a very large percentage of resident Negroes and,
which, with respect to this factor alone, show a high degree of similar-
ity to the blocks lying within the project.
Several other population characteristics have been tabulated
and are summarized in the following paragraph as further insight into the
conditions existing within the project area.
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Most startling is the data concerning the labor force. Here
out of a total of 11,817 persons age 14 and over (these figures are for
the entire census tracts, not S.E.R.S.), 4,819, or approximately 41, are
listed as not in the labor force (including "out of work, "unable to
work", "not reporting to work or other", etc.); of these 1,858, around
16% of the total, are "unable to work". A very large number of the res-
idents of the area are aged, infirm persons on relief who are consequently
dependent upon the several free hospital clinice within a half-mile area.
These people require cheap housing within walking distance of the clinics
since even the regular expenditure of carfare would mean a significant
drain on their financial resources.
With respect to the labor force, the following occupation
groups, listed in order of importance, were recorded as those most heav-
ily represented within the tracts comprising S.E.R.S.: "service workers
(not domestic)"; "operatives"; "craftsmen, foremen, etc."; "clerical,
sales, etc."; and finally "laborersO. The "service Workers" group is,
of course, largely composed of persons employed by laundaries, restaurants,
hotels and the like in the very lowest jobs: busboys, waiters, dish-
washers, handy men, etc., " jobs characterized by a high rate of
turnover among personnel." (Firey, op. cit. pg, 291)
The HuSi-
The scale of the accompanying Land Use Map precluded the
indication of the several housing types which obtain within the S.E.R.S.
projeet area. Actually there are three aignificantly different types
of dwellings located here; the following is a list of them and their
characteristics a described by the Boston Planning Board's study
entitled Rehabilitation. in Boton (Vol. III, January 1946):
eihgle family house - occupied by one family and servants as
per 1940 Oensus
apartment house - occupied by one family and roomers
lodging house * occupied by from 10 to 20 individuals who do
not board
The Boardts description indicated the average household size which it
assumed obtained in the three categories as 3.$6, 2.37 and 12.12 respeo-
tively.
Most of the dwellings are four stories in height. There
being no figures available, we have estimated that perhaps 50% of all
unite are 4 stories; 30% 5 stories; and the remainder 2 and 3 stories.
In these determinations basements were considered to be full stories when
largely above grade or easily accessible from the street or front yard.
Likewise, attics were considered as a full story because the majority are
contained within Mansard roofs and thus provided full headroom and light.
All the dwellings are of non-fireproof construction; the
largest proportion are brick-frame row-type structures ranging in age from
40 to 80 years. The exterior shells of most of these are apparently
sound, with the exception of those where the owner has long been discour*
aged and, thus, not continued proper maintenanoe. On the other hand,
-0180
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there are few wood frame structureo (in the third sub-area; see Land Use
Map) and some two-story briak rows (in the fourth sub-area) which are
basically unsound and absolutely unsuitable for further habitation#
These, particularly the wooden ones, are of more recent origin than the
others and are largely represented by the yelloa areas on the accompany-
ing map indicating the median age of dwellings.
The density of existing dwellings is of further interest to
the planner* In these determinations we have used the A.P.H.A ls defin-
ition of net residential acreage which followga
0 ,* 0 * the land devoted to residential buildings
and accesso7 uses on the same lots, such as informal
open space, drives and service areas, but oxcluding land
for streets, public parking, playgrounds, and noneresi**
dential buildings." (Planning the Neighborhood, pg. 37)
11,800 individuals residing on 41.5 acres (including 50% of
land co-occupied by a non-residential function) amounts to a density of
285 persona per acre, a very high figure for an area dominantly four and
five stories in height, The household density is, of course, considerably
lower because the lodgers increase the average household size by 12% over
that for the city, or 25% over that for the national urban average. Even
so, the figure of 61.5 units per net acre is definitely high, considering
the low average height of structure, and further points up the tragio lack
of outdoor recreation space as shown in the land use analysis.
-20-
Plates VIII and IX
These plates help to assess the quality of housing in the
study areas. The first indicates the coincidence which exists between
dwelling units described by the 1940 Census as lacking private bath
facilities and those renting for less than $25.00 a month. The second
equates the lack of central heat and a rental of less than $25.00 per
month. Both are seen to coincide very closely in Census tracts where
average rent was below that figure. The natural conclusion is that low
rent is an acceptable criterion of poor housing conditions throughout the
area. These scattergrams are illustrative of the Boston City Wide
situation; in the S.E.R.S., however, we found that the incidence of low
rent, as determined from the block statistics, corresponded closely with
our visual evaluation of housing quality and used both for cross-checking
purposes.
The next plate, X, gives the average rentals by block, as
published by the Census. The two worst areas, described earlier, are
readily seen to be the two masses of reds and orange, the first at the
center of the study area and the second at the northwest corner. On the
other hand, the Union and Chester Park sections are also readily discern-
able as dominated by the blue colorations which indicate rentals in excess
of $30.00.
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A Discussion of the Basis for Our Selection of Buildings Which Were to be
Saved and Integrated into the Redeveloped Neighborhood (Cf. Plate XII)
One of the prime aims of this thesis was the indication, by
example, of the possible integration of existing and wholly new buildings
into a redevelopment scheme for the neighborhood. It seemed that many
neighborhoods would be better suited to a process of partial clearance
and. integration than to the "easy" method of mass clearance and its im-
plied wastefulness. A process such as this would, naturally, be more
expensive in the planning stage and might also vitiate some of the econ-
omies commonly ascribed to the mass-production rebuilding that was prac-
ticed by housing authorities in the old P.H.A. program. It was our feeling
that these economies, while frequently significant in a material or
dollars-and-sense respect, are generally productive of a sterile pattern
from both the three-dimensional and social points of view. Firther, the
added expense involved in integrated planning and in the rehabilitation
of existing slum buildings would be more than offset by the variety of
forms and the sensitivity to certain existing land values that are ex-
pressed by some parcels and existing buildings. In the S.E.R.S. there are
a large number of individual and group structures of potential value to
the redeveloped neighborhood. In a period of such intense housing short-
age, these could be properly related to such new structures as might be
necessary for the reconstruction of the neighborhood.
We have divided these rehabilitation units into residential
and non-residential categories for the purpose of clarity in the accom-
panying plate and discussion.
Residential Structures
In the normal professional situation, a neighborhood which is
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to be redeveloped would be surveyed in accordance with the alpraisal
method instituted by the A.PiH.A, ts Comittee on the Hygiene of Housing,
so that existing struotures might be evaluated in terms of liveability,
present and potetial, This technique, when applied to each dwelling imit,
would indlcate its deficiencies and rate it on an "objective" scale. For
the purpose of this study such a survey was out of the question because
of the expense and time necessitated, In lieu of such, therefore, we
havo evolved a personal rating scheme which has no pretonse at objectiv"
ity, but which would perform a similar funtion for this particular prob-
lem, The important point seemed to be to indicate which units should be
maintained, thereby satisfying one premise of the thesis - that existing
structures can become a part of the new plan.
The basis for this rating system was, frankly, the aesthetic
appeal of certain groups of dwellings, Other factors were derived from
the accome-panying maps and the platea such as those indicating average
monthly-rentals. These latter, particularly, considered in view of the
scattergas which follow them, appear to be reasonable indications of
substandard dwelling conditions The plates shown in the next section
were also of considerable value in this process, Dwellings were rated
in terms of their orientation, whether they received insolation or not,
and also whether they were properly oriented with respect to the harsh
northwest winter windo and the cooling summer breezes from the South and
Southwest.
Non-:Residential Structures
Quite another problem was presented in dealing with the non--
residential structures which exist in large number in the project area.
Here aesthetic standards alone would not serve as an adequate indication
of the potential utility of a building, Furthermore, certain buildings
might be pleasant and structurally sound, but incapable of suiting a
function considered to be compatible on the neighborhood level with
residential buildings. Having a certain sympathy with the problems of
churches, we considered them with a degree of leniency, actually indio-
ating, finally, that seven of the existing eight should be maintained.
On the other hand, experiences with anitquated school buildings and the
firm belief that they can serve no useful purpose in the future, dic-
tated as suitable for clearance every one of the seven buildings (only
four of which are presently being used as schools). The large Municipal
Building facing the northeast corner of Blaokstone Park was spared because
of its present. and future utility as a recreation center for the area.
We considered it well located for this purpose and suitable to the addi-
tion of a swimming pool*. Also, another gymnasium could be added in place
of the ihaccessible and poorly-designed second-floor auditorium.
Of the other non-residential buildings capable of performing
a valuable function in the future, several are 4ecent stores, a bank, a
power sub-station, an art school. These latter two are particularly
interesting. The art school building could be continued in its present
use or could very easily be converted into a nursery school. The power
sub-station, on the other hand, was a particularly vexing problem. First
of all, its scale was tremendous and seemed impossible for integration
into a predominantly residential scheme. On the other hand, it is a vit-
al link in the city's electric power system. Finally, it caused no nui-
sance as far as we could determine; i.e., no heavy traffic servicing it,
no large numbers of employees working there and no smoke, dirt, et cetera.
*The basement was originally designed for this purpose.
In conclusion, we must point out that all buildings and
structures indicated as capable of being rehabilitated and integrated
into the new scheme for this neighborhood, were not necessartly in-
cluded in the final scheme. As in every other phase of this analysis,
the attempt was to show, "objectively", the existing conditions. These
were then subjected to certain diagnostic studies and finally, much
modified, if indeed recognizable at all, were considered as a factor in
the design.
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THE DIAGNOSIS
THE DIAGNOSIS
By virtue of its excellent location with respect to both the
retail shopping and business centers as well as to the Back Bay area, we
considered the S.E.R.S. would be well suited to the housing of predomin-
antly small families and groups of adults living together (as, for instance,
a group of bachelor girls sharing an apartment). This idea reinforced
by the foregoing analyses which indicate the presant population of the area
to be largely of this group (or these groups) we outlined the following
tables to guide us in the design of the proposed neighborhood:
PROPOSED FAMILY COMPOSITION FOR S.E.R.S. NEIGHBORHOOD AND AVERAGE FAMILY
SIZES
with minor children
with minor children
without minors
adults, in groups
adults, singly
TOTALS
Sise
"6.0/unit
4.5/unit
2 .2/unit
1.5/unit
10.0/Punit"
# Units
80
650
525
400
145
1,800
# Persons
480
2,920
1,150
600
19450
6,600
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PlateZU XII & IIY
In normal situations auch redevelopment plans as that with
which we are concerned must stem from a comprehensive plan for the en-
tire community. Such a plan would indicate the general boundaries of
such a project and probablV, in addition, would describe a general land-
uae plan. In Boston, at the time of the commencement of this thesis no
such satisfactory comprehensive plan existed. Therefore, for the purposes
of this project and its illustrated process we evolved the following map.
The South End, areal factora (Plate XIII) and its sequel transportation
factors (Plate XIV) in which we have attempted to suggest those major
physical factors which must be integrated into a final or comprehensive
plan for the section. These two maps are substitutes, only in this thesis,
for the comprehensive plan which was lacking.
The "areal" factors with which the planner of thd S.E.R..
must concern himself are shown to be the prime relationship which exists
between the area and the Downtown, Roxbury, Cambridge sections. Other
important concerne are the eneroachment of extensive industry and the
location of the several major institutions which are a part of the district;
i.e. South Station, Franklin Square house, City Hospital, Holy Cross Cath-
edral, to mention a few of the most important ones.
From the point of view of transportation two very important
and contemplated projects must be considered as paramount in the district's
future development (or redevelopment). They are, first, the extension of
the subway underneath Shawmut Avenue which will replace the antiquated and
blighting Washington Street "el", and, second, the construction of the
Central Artery from the vicinity of North Station around to South Station
and the Fort Point Channel, part of which route is shown on Plates XIII
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and XIV and, in its entirety, Plate I. The construction of this route
should go a long way toward the elimination of much through-traffic in
addition to distributing local traffic more efficiently.
Other improvements in the circulation pattern for the dis-
triot include the previously mentioned Berkely Street cross-town which
would connect the Central Artery and the Embankment Drive, and finally,
an improved Columbus Avenue artery which would be re-located along the
tracks of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad. These would
increase traffic efficiency and allow for the integrated development of
reasonably decent housing lying between Tremont Street and the tracks.
In the following plates are illustrated several factors which
have guided the design or synthesis. These particular sketches are in
the nature of interpretive drawings of previously analyzed material.
They relate to the overall problem and constitute an articulation of the
goals which the design stage must achieve.
Plate X
The first and perhaps the most important of the group considers
the several family-types which we feel should be accommodated in the new
neighborhood and their probable dwelling-type preferences. It does not,
of course, purport to be either a catalogue of family or of dwelling types,
but rather to indicate the possible dwelling types which we feel to be
desirable and practical, and the preferences of the particular families
which have been deemed desirable in terms of these limitations.
Plate XVI
This plate illustrates one of the most important problems of
which we were virtually unaware at the commencement of the project, The
high-speed elevator apartment building has frequently been offered as the
panacea for the problem of high density urban areas. It requires less area
per dwelling unit by sharing the use of service areas, walks and approaches,
playlots, and other residential functions. Also it covers less ground
area per family housed than do lower walk-up apartments, for instance,
There is no gainsaying these facts, though they may frequently be misrep-
resented and misunderstood.
The difficulty facing us, however, was the tremendous bulk
with respect both to ground area and building size required by such an
organization as that of a 300-unit apartment building. This bulk, while
certainly very economically utilized, nevertheless required a scale of
organization completely at variance with that existing in the area today.
Actually this is a problem peculiar to the Twentieth Century, but which
is proposed to be integrated into a Nineteenth Century pattern. The sol-
ution to this is to be found in the super-block rather than in the
YOUNG COUPLES
WITHOUT MINOR CHILDREN /
ROOMING HOUSES
BACHELOR COUPLES
-s--~-
WALK-UP APARTMENTS
COUPLES W ITH
MINOR CHILDREN
-1
ROW HOUSES
SINGLE INDIVIDUAL
COUPLES BEYOND
CHILD-BEARING AGE ELEVATOR APARTMENTS
FAMILY TYPES AND THEIR SUGGESTED
HOUSING PREFERENCES
s.e.r.s.- JR.TAMSKY PL A T E NO. X V
SPACIAL REQIREMENTS OFAN APARTMENT BUILDING
/3 storeys, elevators, 300 units.
total area 135,000 sq.ft. or 3.1 acres
building coverage
outdoor living
parking
service, etc.
22)500 sq.ft.
64,500
37,500
10,500
source- PLANNING THE NEIGHBOR HOOD table 3
S.e.rs.- J RTAMSKY P LArTE NO XVI
existing 700' X 200f block pattern. Streets can be closed, of course,
and buildings torn down. The multiplicity of ownerships obtaining in
such an area as S.E.R.S. will be simplified, yet underground utilities
must be bridged, and nearby buildings must not be affected by the sha-
dow of such a structure, Once again the question of proper orientation
and its relation to the city plan or pattern comes to the fore. In some
cases the streets can be closed and this type of building be so well
oriented to the block that it rill not interfere with the valuable under-
ground utilities. However, in most instances the present pattern rendvrs
this impossible. What is required ia an entirely new plan affecting a
much greater area than ever before.
The illustration shows the spatial organization necessary and
indicates further, the shadow which would be cast by that structure (13
stories; 300 unit on 3.1 aores, according to the standards of the A.P.H.A.'s
.E.H.) around the hour of 2.00 P.M. at the winter solstice. It can
reatdily be seen that a much larger amount of space is directly influenced
by the shadow pattern of the building than is required by the families
residing therein. The worst shadow condition is shown, because in this
latitude, snow lying behind such a great structure melts very slowly and
is in evidence for weeks afterward.
Tall buildings, therefore, are not a panacea. They appear to
be an easy solution to the very vexing problem of high-density liveability,
but the responsibility of the site planner is hereby vastly increased. We
have proposed their use in this area because they might afford a solution
to the dwelling needs of the family types which we shall rehouse in the
area -- young working couples without minor children; bachelor couples
who work in the nearby areas of Boston, and whose apartment needs are most-
ly confined to the provision of a base of operations, etc. For these
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people we provide the elevator structure, but with the full knowledge of
the inherent problems.
Plate IVII
As one of the analytical and diagnostic factors, the infor-
mation illustrated by this plate assumes major importance. As in the
preceding one, we have studied some of the problems of the building types
intended for use in the redevelopment of this neighborhood. This illus-
trates some of the shadow problems of a three-story apartment building
at the winter solstice. The height of the structure was taken to be
approximately 30 feet, and the resulting shadow cget was determined to
be 75 feet in extent. In the case of such a low building, the cast-shadow
is a more important determinant of the spacing, bocause the outdoor res-
idential functions are smaller in area and, consequently, more flexible
in application.
Although we have failed to indicate it, this type of struc-
ture would be more appropriately oriented east and west (as was the 13-
story apartment), thereby providing insolation for the units located on
both sides of such a building. We have diseussed, earlier, the use of
this insolation diagram with respect to the problems of existing buildings,
and shall not repeat the information here.
This plate was drawn from information made available by the
Boston office of the United States Weather Bureau. It shows the direc-
tion of the prevailing winds at the Municipal Airport and the percentage
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of time in which they blew.
These data demonstrate the best orientation for this area in
respect to protection from cold winter blasts (probably south and north)
would, unfortunately, preclude the possibility of receiving the fullest
benefit of the cooling summer breezes. We have come to the conclusion
that southwest and northeast would probably result in the best condition
year around, despite the fact that some cold air from the southwest would
be uncomfortable during the winter months. Of the two orientation poss-
ibilities (for insolation and for wind direction) the former seemed usu-
ally more favorable, since the micro-climate produced by the buildings
and their relationships would probably have a greater influence upon the
wind conditions than upon insolation.
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THE SYNMiESIS
THE SYNTHESIS
The problem of this plan, then, was to design a neighborhood
for approximately 6,600 persons requiring about 1,800 separate units,
The family composition was to be diverse, ranging from lodgers living in
rehabilitated houses (accommodating 10 individuals) to families of 6 and
more living in rehabilitated dwellings with separate entrances and pri-
vate gardens. In between these extremes, apartments for "bachelor".
couples or individuals, and families with fewer children, were to be in-
cluded, as called for in the preceding section. The result was the site
plan illustrated by the four maps of this section. The aims of this
thesis have been presented earlier, but we believe that they will bear
repetition to furnish further insight into the site plan as presented,
First, and foremost, was the goal of more open space in which
to locate buildings, with its implications of more sunlight, fresh air,
leisure space and clean, pleasant vistas, and also, more efficient access
to all points in the area or neighborhood. Secondly, we tried to include
dwellings of several types and sizes in pleasant relationship, that
might facilitate the goal of a well rounded community, More explicitly,
residents, in the course of their daily routine, might experience sit-
uations which would increase an understanding of the basic values of a
democratic life. We faced the objective of relating the new and the old
structures and spaces in such a manner as to increase the liveability of
both.
And, finally, we must emphasize that it was never considered,
nor expected, that by the physical rehabilitation and reconstruction of
this area we could remake the social conditions which obtain there today
or change those factors which cause their continuance in our society.
*3+00
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Our one and only hope was that this society, might, by several processes
working in close harmony, modify certain of its selfw'defeating goals in
such a way as to make probable the reconstruction of its cities along
the lines of principles suggested in these plans.
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In this ftirat plate illustrative of our syntheais, we have
indicated the disposition aid the types of buildings aud spaces that
have evolved through the design process. The exigencies of scale have
made it impossible for us to present more than the general situation
in this drawing. The three major "places" remain much as they are
today and will be recognized as such by the viewer'-- Blackstone Square
alone among them has undergone modification. In the attempt to show
the latter's new function we have redesigned it as a part of the oom-
munity center, and expressed this by the emphasis placed upon the walks
traversing its area. in a sense, this is not really a changed function,
but rather a modified expression of what Blackstone Square is today.
The four dwelling types are indicated by colors suggesting the variations
in density which characterize them. The following table details tsese
differences more carefully: (see page 37)
As evidenced by the plan and the figures which accompany it
we believe that lodging housea will continue ih demand and that, indeed,
if supplied with the amenities normally associated with our standard of
living they will perform such continuing function in a decent and
efficient manner.
These unite will require the addition of a bath on each floor
excepting the topmost one; individual wash basins in each room and one
large space to be furnished and set aside on the first floor for the
common use of all residents; a living-room, in effect. Such changes will
necessitate a reduction in the average number of persons per lodging house
from 12,12 to 10.
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The other group of rehabilitated dwellings proposed to re-
late very closely to the new developments is that devoted to single
family dwellings for occupancy by the few large families. These units,
72 in number, for families of five, six, seven, or eight persons, are
substantially similar to the lodging houses described above, and in fact
what differences do exist, are due to the selection process that desig-
nated those units with greater amenity, yards, accessibility, etc., as
family dwellings. We believe that they can be rehabilitated by the re
placement of some plumbing, the addition of a minimum toilet on the
ground floor, refinishing, and vermin-proofing. Their indicated high
density of 77 persons per acre is, of course, due to the large number of
persons per unit and the fact that most of them are of three or more
stories in height while displacing 800 square feet of ground area, The
majority of the dwellings which are proposed to make up the neighborhood
are wholly new apartment buildings of two distinct types. The first are
three-story walk-up apartments which provide 678 units at densities of
about 20 units per acre and 88 persons per acre. These buildings, while
not the desirable solution to the problem of a family with small children,
are necessitated by the overall density of the neighborhood which we
wanted to keep reasonably low, or less than 25 units per acre, and the
fact that substantially similar units are in use and in demand in the area
today. We have related these particular units within small courts, where
possible, because this was considered the most pleasant way to relieve the
monotony of so many one sized structures, and because their plan lent it-
self particularly to a free utilization of the unbuilt land. Finally,
and we suppose every urban redeveloper must ultimately do so, we have
suggested the inclusion of three 300-unit elevator apartments whose main
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purpose will be to house individuals, groups of adults, and childless
couples. Despite very real drawbacks, their employment was indicated
by the family composition of the area and its preferred dwelling types.
In the case of two of the buildings (those at the extremities of the
project) they have been placed across the new Shawmut Avenue subway
right-of-way, That we were fully aware of this problem, is indicated
by our comments in the preoceeding section. However, we decided that the
best locations were those which we chose and that the expense of bridg-
ing the subway tunnel (probably not too much greater than otherwise,
considering that pile foundations will be necessary) would be more than
compensated for by the added amenity of these locations, their conven-
ience with respect to subway exits, and the fact that certain valuable
buildings were saved thereby.
In summary, the dwelling units which were used, represent a
distinct compromise with the standards to be desired for the city of
tomorrow, but we feel that the added assets of the neighborhood, the con-
venience and variety inherent in city life, will continue to compensate
for the privacy of a detached dwelling with its own garden.
Plate I
This plate describes the non-residential structures of the
neighborhood, thereby completing the presentation of its built-up por-
tions. A quick comparison with Plate XII is necessary in order to ascer-
tain which buildings exist and which are proposed as part of the new
construction. The five churches shown are all holdovers. The retail
shopping facilities are not as easy to distinguish and our efforts were
directed to the establishment of two worthy shopping centers, closely
related to the subway entrances at Union Park and Chester Park, and with
a consequent further requirement that they supply a larger population
than that residing within the boundaries of the neighborhood. Among
those retail facilities which have been rehabilitated are the bank, super-
market, some shops (including offices oved), and the theatre as indicated.
Finally, community facilities have been much expanded in order than the
functions formerly provided by the South End House at its Union Park and
Rutland Street buildings and the few existing, though inadequate, public
buildings might be supplanted. We have indicated a new two-story elemen-
tary school building containing from 16 to 20 classrooms. Although, the
number of school-age children (elementary school of six grades plus kin-
dergarten ) in this neighborhood will be somewhat less than the national
urban average which was used by the A.P.H.A. in the determination of its
standards (105 per 1,000 population), we estimated it at about 86 per
1,000; we have suggested the larger school to provide for the needs of the
families living in the so-called "Cathedral Housing Project", just across
Washington Street, whose residents are completely without community fac-
ilities of any kind. The school has been related very closely to the com-
munity building which occupies the north-east corner of Brookline and
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Shawmut Avenue and which we propose to modify by providing an addition-
al gymnasium, a second story auditorium, and a saimming pool in place of
the South End Branch Library (a space, incidentally, originally designed
to house a swimming pool). The auditorium and library functions will be
housed in new structures specifically designed for these all-important
functions, in keeping with contemporary standards and techniques. These
last are so placed as to achieve a new architecturally dominated urban
square or civic center and are connected with each other and the gymnasia-
swimming pool by a lightly constructed collonade. Theoretically, the
square ought to become the locus and public expression of the spiritual
and moral rebirth required in order to fulfill such a scheme as we propose.
The information presented upon the third plan sums up the im-
portant uses of the outdoor space. Immediately discernable are the com-
paratively small playgrounds; the first, northeast of the "square" and the
second immediately adjacent to the elementary school. These two provide
something less than the area suggested by the A.P.H.A. as "standard" for
a neighborhood of this size and to that extent we consider the design in-
adequate. The provision of open areas suitable for the active play of
elementary school children is a problem similar in size to that previously
mentioned in connection with the tall apartment buildings. With respect
to the needs of the adults and the very young children, on the other hand,
we have been quite successful. Tot-lots of about 7,000 square feet and
shaded sitting spaces of 1,000 square feet can be easily placed in proper
relationship to dwellings and to each other, as suggested by the circular
symbols on the drawing. The "walks" are emphasized because we feel that
the pedestrian has been quite well provided for in this plan. His most
frequent trips (we surmise) will lead him to the subway and the community-
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center, and in these he has been provided simple, direct, and interesting
routeso Of course, this plan considers all outdoor space as recreational
in function - aregs not specifically so designed are intended to be
park-like in feeling and continually inspiringi, (see Plate XXI)
-43-.
Plate XXII
The solution to the problem of automobile access is described
in this final drawing.
Offstreet parking has been provided at a ratio of one space
for every five families living in the single family dwellings and the
three story walk-up apartments, one space for each lodging house (or ten
lodgers), and one for every two families residing in the thirteen story
elevator apartments, These figures are lower than those suggested by the
A.P.H.A., but still adequate for a central city district. We believe that
the automobile will soon occupy a more selective position in our society,
or in the life of the city dweller, It will be used for business, when
and if necessary, and its present leisure-time function will remain at
nearly its present level. Instead, the public transit facilities will be
expanded; and local recreational facilities of greater interest and acces-
sibility will be developed. With respect to the street pattern, we be-
lieve that the more important improvements are shown. The proposed system
involves three distinct types, differentiated by reason of function, rang-
ing in sise from forty to one hundred and ten foot right-of-ways. The
first of these is the residential street, so-called because its primary
function will be to provide convenient access to the individual dwellings
and residential parking lots. It is presented as a two-way street with
provision for curb parking on both sides. The second is the local street
whose 60' right-of-way will provide room for four lanes of two-way traffic
and, in addition, intermittent curb parking on one side only. This type
is shown in the Chester Park section where its use has been dictated by
the large number of "mass" functions to be served, the subway exit, the
elevator apartment, and the large shopping center which is located at
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that corner. In the case of Dedham Street, the utilization of this
street-type has been proposed to accommodate a certain amount of non-
neighborhood traffic, which we anticipate, at this point. It is need-
less to say that pedestrian crossings of such as this "local" street must
be carefully designed because of its width and traffic volume. This plan
cannot be adequately shown upon the small scale plates with which we have
illustrated this work, however. Finally, the major thoroughfares 110'
wide, with a center island and tree lawns, and which functions to move
traffic from one area of the city to another, is of prime importance in
the metropolitan scheme and normally does not enter the neighborhood or
pass through it. Tremont and Washington Streets and Massachusetts Avenue
are of this category; the latter passes through Chester Park, but it has
done so for over a quarter of a century without apparent detriment to the
Park and so we have decided to continue this condition, hoping that some
of the traffic volume of this artery will diminish with the construction
of the "Belt Route" and the "Central Artery", as proposed by the "Master
Highway Plan (1948) for the Boston Metropolitan Area". The entire design
of major streets is predicated upon the necessity of their passing close
by residential neighborhoods such as the S.E.R.S. and consequently such
devices as tree lawns and center islands are employed to soften their
physical impact.
We believe that such a street system as this represents one
of the most important possibilities for the redevelopment of South End.
It is obvious that the present street plan is wasteful and dangerous, since
it occupies 38 per cent of the land area of the section, and lacks any
functional differentiation. It, therefore, invites misuse of residential
streets by trucks and other vehicles that have no business there. The plan
-145-
which we have presented calls for a percentage reduction of 14 per cent
in the circulation area, representing approximately 15 acres, and diff-
erentiates street functions in such a manner as to effect a safer, quiet-
er community for human living, rather than vehicular circulation.
-46-
In summary we should like to discuss the two tables which
conclude this synthesis section. The first is a table of land use areas,
being a comparison of the land use areas which exist in the study area
at present and those which are the proposals of this plan. The six cat-
egories of land use which are presented are based upon the writer's con-
cept of the functions of a city, plus two additional ones which are in-
cluded to facilitate the comparison with existing conditions.
Starting with the first or residential group, it will be
seen that we have increased the absolute amount, as well as the percen-
tage of the neighborhood area that is devoted to the residential function
of the neighborhood. As is frequently the case in such urban redevelop-
ment schemes, we have added a new type of dwelling -- the elevator
apartment, the use of which is frequently equated with the achievement of
progress in a city. We have already discussed our reasons for employing
such structures and indeed the others which have been employed. The
important point to bear in mind when studying this table is the fact that
we have halved the population and still consider that more, not less,
residential land is necessary to the proper functioning of the neighbor-
hood. Another point to bear in mind is that we have changed the dwelling
types so as to bring them into closer relationship to the needs of the
changed population characteristics of the neighborhood. What is now a
rooming or lodging-house neighborhood shall be changed into a more varied
and socially complete neighborhood, housing whole families as well.
The second group is that of parks and recreational land use.
Here again we have increased the area devoted to this function and al-
though the increase appears to be considerable (250%), it still falls
short of the desirable standard for the population which we shall house.
As a matter of fact, when one considers that the residential category,
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above, includes tot-lots for the pre-school ohild and sitting areas for
adults, it will be seen that the increase in area devoted to recreational
uses has been even more considerable though still short of the generally
accepted goal of ten acres per thousand persons. Actually we have only
succeeded in providing for the needs of the adults of the neighborhood.
Third is the circulation category which, we believe, to repre-
sent our Aajor "achievement" in the area. From a total of 38 acres pre-
sently given over to the effective use of the automobile we have sub-
tracted approximately 15 acres to be devoted to "more productive" purposes,
In addition to this the figure given for residential land use includes
off-street parking spacei for about 750 automobiles; although that area
designated as "pedestrian wae". in the existing land uses serves as "ways"
for all manner of unwanted rats and vermin, that proposed would be truly
for human pedestrians*
The fourth category is designated as "work", and our "achieve-
menta* in this group have really been modest, Gone are the rows of stores
which line Tremont and Washington Streets, occupying the first floor of
the houses on those streets, but gono also are the frequent and, conse"
quently, accessible grocery stores, coffee houses, and bars which contri-
bate to the livelihood of their proprietors and the local residents, Gone,
too, are the several industrial establishments which have contributed to
the bLighting process with their noise, litter, and generation of heavy
traffic on narrow streets and ca.lle7s.
Public and semi-public land uses make up the fifth and all-
important category. Here,, it is felt that we have contributed much by a
process of reapportionment. The net area devoted to thii function is less
by one acre than the seven now given over to its purposes; but we have
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out down on the number and variety of churches, and have eliminated the
settlement houses., The former out may be the result of our lack of eon-
tact with, and intimate knowledge of the people of the neighborhood (of
this we are not sure because this study was an academic exercise allowing
little time for the fruitful relationships with the people which we feel
sure might normally take place); but the latter is the result of a per-
sonal concept of the function of the new society and its institutions and
in which the settlement house is conspicuous by its absence. In place
of these semi-public institutions we have planted larger and more ade-
quate public institutions for the edification of the residents. Among
the more important changes which we have proposed is the elimination of
the three existing elementary schools, still in use for that purpose,
whose total area amounts to slightly more than one acre, and their re-
placement by an up-to-date building, centrally located, providing decent
classrooms, multi-purpose rooms, and outdoor play space as befits the new
neighborhood and its children.
The final category applies only to the existing condition --
3.0 acres of vacant land, with no positive contribution to make. This
area really is made up of many small parcels formerly occupied by houses
since condemned and destroyed.
The last table which we have included compares the land allo-
cation standards which we have proposed with those which the Committee on
the Hygiene of Housing of the American Public Health Association presented
as standard in its recent publication Planning the Neighborhood",
(Chicage, The Public Administration Service, 1948). Wie have deviated
from these standards in many respects, some more important than others.
A brief description of these discrepancies is presented in the last column
of the table -- at this point we intend to elaborate upon a few of them.
A COMPARISON OF LAND USE AREAS: EXISTING AREAS AND THOSE
PROPOSED IN THIS PLAN
EXISTING AREAS
Sq Ft Acras
PROPOSED AREAS
Sq. FL. Acres
PERCENTAGES
Existing Pronosed
RfIDENTIAL
Lodging houses
Single-fam. houses
Walk-up apartments
Elevator apartments
PARKS & RECREATION
Active
Passive
CIRCULATION
Pedestrian ways
Neighborhood streets
Other streets
Parking (non-residential)
Subway access
WORK
Retail shopping
All other & industry
PUBLIC & SEMI-PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
Public buildings
Elementary achools
Nursery schools
Churches
All other
VACANT LAD
700,000
957,000
148,000
000,000
000,000
174,000
57,000
896,000
700,000
309,000
187,000
52,000
44,000
122,000
135,000
131,000
16.1
22.0
3.4
0.0
0.0
4.0
38.0
143
20.6
16.1
7.1
4.3
7.1
1.2
1.0
2.8
3.1
3.0
548,000
24,000
1,480,000
405,000
126,000
300,000
39,000
296,000
600,000
65,000
17,000
135,000
91,000
44,000
135,000
18,000
74,000
TOTALS 4,601,000 
106.0 4,601,000 106.0 100.2% 
99.8%
LAND USE
39.2
12.6
5.6
34.0
9.3
58.0
3.8
36.0 22.1
2.9
6.9
23.4
.9
6.8
13.8
1.5
.4
3.1
2.1
6.1
1.0
3.0
.4
1.7
'0
10.8
7.6
4.9
5.6
2.8
, ,t ,crs
4,601,000 106.0 100.2% 99.08%1+,9601.tooo 10o6.0
One reason for exceeding the "Standards" is the difficulty
of dealing with a physical pattern a considerable portion of which preo
sently exists. This is not only a fault of the approach but is inherent,
rgther, in the standards themselves, which were presented not as immedi-
ately attainable within a partioular situation, but rather to be consid-
ered as goals toward which we must work in the ever increasing effort to
restore dignity to our cities.
Ve have made an all-out effort to respect residential stand-
ards. Furthermore, while it is probably true that our average height of
building is six or more stories (the figure from which we derived the
A.P4H.A. Standard) the "Standard" was probably based upon a larger percen-
tage of elevator apartments than we have proposed and is thus not exactly
coparable.
Our failure to achieve a tWuly adequate amount of parks and
playground space represents a real disappointment. It cannot be explained
away by the fact that we expect a smaller number of children than the num*
ber assumed by the A*P.H.Aj or even by the difficulties of planning within
the existing pattern, although this latter was certainly a contributory
factor. We simply were unable to provide the requisite area in decent
sized parcels.
The allowances for school and community facilities are not
significantly at variance to warrant comment, errors in measurement might
easily have accounted for them#
With respect to shopping facilities we submit, however# that
we are serving a larger population than that represented by the figure
used in our calculations. The subway entrances have been designed in
close relationship with the two shopping centers and, therefore, contrib-
ute a large non-neighborhood population.
Streets and ncztreidential parking are again hard to account
for, the discrepancy being as small av it is. We have provided very lite
tle non-residential parking area and have out to the rinimum the area
devoted to streete. However, it might be well to point out that we do
have a major thoroushfare cutting throuh the neighborhood, a condition
not considered desirable and, therefore, not provided for in the standards
of the AP.1,A. (this street alone requires approximately three acres, or
13% of our total circulation allocation),
A C!~1ARIQN FLA'DLLQATQ?1 PE~1.OO QPUATX~hS.E R.S. vs. A.P Ha. STUDIES
A.P.H.A. STANDARDS
LAND USE (acres/1000).
S.E.R.S. STANDARDS
- (Acres/1000)
S.E.IR.S. TOTAL
(Acres allocated) BRIEF COrENT ONREASONS FOR DISPARITY
RESIDENTIAL
PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS
SCHOOL AND COMMRUNITff
BIULDINGS
SHOPPING
STREETS AND) NON-
RESIDENTIAL PARKING
TOT AL
DENSI TIES
3.64
P2.10
.82
.60
3.12
97.4
9.4.
1.5
.9
.8
3.5
61.5
6.1
5.2
23.2
Higher building cover-
agg inefficiency of
working within partially
existing plan.
Part of passive reertn.
included above.
Serves larger community
and more churches.
Serves larger community,
includes power station.
Inefficiency of working
within a partially
existing plan.
62.0
N.B. The standards for the A.P.H.A. are figured for a six-story multi-family develkpment and a 5,000 person
neighborhood, which is the largest suggested by their publication "Planning the Neighborhood".
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A COMPARISON OF LAPDALLOCA P0S ER 1,000 POPULATION:
CONCLUSION
In the course of this study we have made some progress in our
mental and professional make-up; the lessons which this thesis imparted
were both professional and personal (the final advantage lying with the
latter, we feel). In the following pages we shall briefly describe both
aspects, drawing the conclusions which we have found to be of the great-
est importance.
First# professionally, several aspects of the process of urban
redevelopment have come to the fore, problems of which we were blissfully
unaware at the commencement of thd work ten months ago.
It appeared that we were approaching the subject from a rather
new angle, having assumed that planners everywhere were relegating the
three-dimensional aspects of their work to the file-and-forget drawer.
More intensive investigation through our reading and conversations have
indicated that this is not true. They have simply been saying that aese
thetics has little or no place in their work; they have been afraid,
so-to-speak, of admitting that a large number of their decisions were
personally determined on the basis of personal reflection upon three-
dimensional realities. In the fear of being labeled "long-haired dreamers"
and "biunkies", etc., a large quantity of pseudo-scientific gobledegook,
or rationalization, has been raised as a sort of "iron curtain" about
work in the field and this student mistook the dressing for the substancel
The approach of this thesis is in no way new or different except, perhaps,
in the sense that it has been more clearly labeled and frankly presented.
The approach is an eminently sensible method of redevelopment in that it
appears to be both economically practical and socially acceptable, and
further, in the sense that its process necessarily involves a real degree
of local participation in its planning and accomplishment. With regard
to the suggestion of economical practicability we expect that investigation
into the practice of mass clearance of alum areas, with little regard to
the potential value of existing structures, will indiete that this pro-
cess costs more in acquisition of land and buildings. furthermore, the
economies of mass construction as applied in field fabrication and erection
are vastly overestimated. We expect that such ecological inqdiries as are
indicated by our present-day ignorance will show the value of an existing
urban fabria to resident families. A sensitive attention to individual
values will demonstrate conclusively that people subjected to the insecurity
of low income and degrading living conditions still attach great meaning
and importance to their neighborhoods and certain aspects of its physical
being*
The individual treatmdnt of urban neighborhoods and the pro-
per respect for their existing character involves, we maintain, a simi.
lar respect for the inhabitants of the area and their values, By the
sincere utilization of such a method of urban redevelopment the planner
and his staff must necessarily contact the local residents and be involved
in their problems as they must in turn become involved in the problems of
the neighborhoodse transformation by planning*
The replanning of built-up neighborhoods must necessarily take
careful cognizance of the existing conditions and more, seeking to inte-
grate them with the redeveloped plan for still another practical reasoh.
Existing utilities such as streets, sewers, and pipe linesi frequently
honeycomb the submsurface of such an area and all-too-fre.quently effect
the location of buildings and services by requiring bridging, in order to
avoid them, or the destruction of wholly serviceable mater4als, by way of
th'ir replacement. In tact, as one goes forward with tis idea, more and
more reasons suggest themselves and lead one to dismiss, altogether, the
so-called alternative "mass clearance",
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With respect to existing legislation, again, we must admit
that we considered this to be a facet of the study beyond the purview of
this thesis. As in the case of costs and the analysis of the economia
alternatives we can only surmise that the method which we have employed
is possible under existing legislation. The "method" is now being used
in the City of Philadelphia and our guess is that the reasons for failure
in that city (ultimate failure, that is) will not include the use of the
method bat rather the basic inadequacies of the practice of redevelopment -
the utter irresponsibility of attempting redevelopment as a device for the
resuscitation of urban fortunes and, more important, the further ghetto-
ization of the Negro people, Despite the wealth of well-intentioned
effort which attended the birth of the legislation, it has been captured
by the anti-social forces amongst us and cannot be re-claimed until plane'
ners recognise the need for, and succeed in gathering the untapped forces
of our people - for the achievement of our common goals.
Somehow the follvwing comments appear to be anti-climactical
in a professional study such as we have attempted; but the fact remains;
that this has not been g professional work nor was it intended by the
author that it should be. Rather we have always considered that we were
involved in an educational scheme for the furtherance of our own and our
colleagues' betterment. As it happened, our own betterment has been ap-
parent, but the possible effect upon colleagues is very limited indeed.
Consequently, pursuing what we consider to have been our accomplishments
we shall attempt to outline some of the effective gains which have acorued
to us personally.
We maintain that the thesis is a negative device for the
education of individuals, albeit an effective one. For instance, for our
w56-
part we have learned the true results of procrastination, of changing
one ts ideas in the middle of a process, of the importance of finishing
something which one has commenced, etc.
Secondly, we have discovered the absolute necessity of
knowing exactly what one is about before diving in, and once in, keeping
his mind upon the goal*
We could go on and on but perhaps the whole process can be
sumarized by suggesting that maturity is what we are seeking and the
experience of completing a thesis goes a long way towafd the achievement
of that elusive condition of being.
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